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CMSA’S CLASS OF 2017 BREAKS DOWN THE WALLS TO
IVY LEAGUE COLLEGES, AGAIN!
Chicago, IL – (April 17, 2017) – Chicago Math and Science Academy (CMSA) proudly
announces that the Class of 2017 has again made it to the Ivy League schools! This
year’s seniors have acceptances to Cornell and Brown Universities, full rides to
Northwestern and the University of Chicago, as well as scholarships to Loyola. In addition,
one young lady is on the wait list at Stanford. These amazing achievements are capped
by merit scholarships totaling over $13 million among 86 seniors.

Hasiba Zandi accepted to Brown University and Erik Bucio accepted to Cornell University.

These students add to the already impressive list of CMSA graduates which include a
Gates Millennium Scholar at Northwestern, two students at the University of Chicago, and
a U.S. Naval Academy officer among its alumni.
“The majority of our students are the first ones in their families to attend college”, states
Principal Ali Kuran. “To have these young people accepted to such prestigious schools is
an honor for their families as well as for our school. It puts to bed the misconception that
students from low-income families cannot achieve great things.”
The Class of 2017 also has the distinction of having “closed the achievement gap” as it
pertains to the ACT composite score. The 20.8 score places them on par with students
across the state and two points higher than CPS.

Since 2004, it has been the mission of Chicago Math & Science Academy located in the
Rogers Park community to prepare students for college and the world beyond by offering
high-quality, college-prep, STEM-focused education that changes the trajectory of students’
lives.
____________________________________________________________
Chicago Math & Science Academy is managed by Concept Schools. Concept Schools is a
charter school management organization that manages or operates 30 public charter
schools throughout the Midwest. Our college-prep curriculum is STEM-based, and like any
other public school, each school in the Concept network is highly regulated and overseen by
their respective school districts and charter authorizers. Schools within the Concept
Network are continuously recognized for their excellence in education.
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